Job Type: Internship

Videography Intern Job Description

Description:
We are looking for a Videography Intern who is looking to tell a story through the lens
that will leave a lasting impact! You will have an opportunity to enhance your skills and
build your portfolio by capturing raw footage on and off the court of exclusive Hoops
and Christ trainings and events.

Does this sound like you?
❏ Are you naturally curious and enjoy working through ambiguity?
❏ Are you a team player, while always having a competitive spirit to drive results?
❏ Is the work mentality of Glorifying God in all that you do something you strive for?

The Day-to-Day:
❏ Perform filming, camera operation and other production roles for trainings,
camps and other events
❏ Coordinate video and photography shoots
❏ Work with Head Trainer to create player feature stories for social media and
website distribution
❏ Creates slides/creative/commercials to be incorporated into the HD video
broadcast
❏ Video content creation and execution to help drive the strategic communication
goals of Hoops and Christ using media distribution outlets such as websites,
social media, email distro, and other ways of communication
❏ Pre-production planning, shooting and editing, and post production placement for
informative training video packages
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❏ Maintain consistent standards of style and format, adhering to Hoops and Christ
brand guidelines
❏ Execute special projects and serve on project teams as assigned
❏ Bring new ideas to the Marketing team that will assist in brand growth
❏ Attend Hoops and Christ outreach events and functions to drive organization
awareness and personal spiritual development
❏ Be a vocal advocate for Hoops and Christ in the basketball community

What experience and skills do I need?
❏ Strong communication skills and interpersonal skills
❏ Demonstrated organizational and project management skills and ability to work
independently with minimal direction
❏ Experience with iMovie, FInal Cut Pro, Adobe Premiere Pro or a similar video
editing software.
❏ Ideal candidates will have a passion for basketball (either as a fan, player or
both)
❏ Demonstrate a strong aptitude for storytelling using a mix of creative resources
❏ Work with an entrepreneurial mindset, approaching tasks flexibly and with
creativity, often managing multiple projects at once
❏ Have strong knowledge of a multitude of social media platforms – both
established and emerging platforms
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